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Gold Souls releases debut track, “Heavy Lies
the Crown”
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(Los Angeles, CA) August 4th, 2021 –  Talented brothers Dré (Vocals) & Ry (Drums)

Tempfer along with guitarist Danny Goldfarb released “Heavy Lies The Crown” on August

4th. In the 30 minutes Dré wrote and recorded the vocals, the song came to embody dark

themes spanning from power, corruption, and  deception. The instruments are lush, heavy, and

melodic with catchy vocal runs, soaring hooks, and a power scream straight out of the 80s. The

video release follows and explores the song's dark themes with lush red & blue lighting, deep

black spaces, and Stanley Kubrick inspired edits. 

“Heavy Lies The Crown'' is an inspiring track that is ground breaking in the rock scene.

Listeners will be compelled to give their full attention immediately sucked into the energy and

originality.

Gold Souls is composed of two brothers Dré (Vocals) & Ry (Drums) Tempfer who have been

playing music with guitarist Danny Goldfarb since 2014. From metal bands to alternative

projects, the three have explored music and grown together for over 7 years. After a few years

apart, Danny began working out of his home studio in New York and soon afterwards the three

had 17 demos completed. Gold Souls believes rock culture needs new charismatic figures that

understand its roots as well as current sounds and together they decided to make ground

breaking music and bring rock back to life. 

“Heavy Lies The Crown'' is now available on Spotify. For more information on Gold Souls,

visit their Instagram.
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